
 

I Do Wedding Cars Sydney was founded on the commitment to exceptional service on your very 
special wedding day. We have transported hundreds of delighted brides, grooms and bridal parties 

in utmost style and comfort, with our bridal car hire.  With the understanding that wedding day 

may only come around once in a lifetime. Whether it be your school formal, a 50th wedding 
anniversary, any other special occasion, why not make celebrating them extra special?  At ‘I Do 

Wedding Car Hire in Sydney’, we are here for you. 

To be completely honest, when we were developing the business concept of providing stylish 

wedding cars, bridal car hire and formal cars, for everyone in Sydney to enjoy, we were 
focusing on the little things to offer you, the full chauffer experience and red carpet treatment. 

Our drivers are thoroughly professional and well presented, providing a friendly and 

unobtrusive service. Be assured I Do Wedding Cars in Sydney is here to contribute to your special 
day. Our bridal car hire drivers will work together with both photographers and videographers to 
ensure your day run’s smoothly, co operating with the positioning of our formal cars. 

When it comes to wedding cars for hire, Sydney, we pride ourselves with the level of service 

offered. 

Why?  Because we do it right the first time, and every time for that matter, for each and every one 

of our clients. Every occasion and special day is unique and treated with the utmost care. 

We dress in suit attire; we are punctual and service your special occasion in a manner that is 

second to none.  We understand the importance of arriving at the destination on time, in a way 
that won’t be forgotten – making it a memorable and lasting experience for all involved with our 

formal cars.  After all, it’s a wedding. I Do Bridal Car Hire in Sydney have been trusted for years by 
many clients to make that special day remarkable. 

If you need wedding car in Sydney, I Do Wedding Cars has the answer. Not only do we service 
Sydney, we also travel far and wide to cater for Canberra, Wollongong including all other country 

towns surrounding Sydney throughout NSW. 

 


